Market summaries

World production of coarse grains in 2023 is forecast to rise by 3.0 percent from the 2022 reduced level, reaching 1,513 million tonnes, with most of the increase resting on an anticipated higher production of maize and a foreseen smaller increase for sorghum. Much of the expected growth is concentrated in the United States of America, Brazil and the European Union.

World trade in coarse grains in 2023/24 is predicted to reach 221 million tonnes, up 1.4 percent from the estimated level for 2022/23, driven by expectations of a growth in sorghum trade and a smaller rise in maize trade. The increase stems from anticipated larger imports of all major coarse grains by China (mainland) and an expected rebound in maize imports by several countries, mostly in Asia, from their reduced purchases last season. On the export side, expected rebounds in sales by the United States of America (United States) of both sorghum and maize are seen as predominantly boosting exports, while a foreseen smaller increase in maize shipments from Brazil should also contribute to expanding trade globally.

Higher supplies and lower prices are expected to support a 1.7 percent expansion in total utilization of coarse grains in 2023/24, led by a robust recovery in the feed use component, along with growth in industrial use and food consumption. Strong feed demand, largely for maize, in Brazil, China (mainland) and the United States of America (United States) are the main drivers behind the 2.6 percent forecast increase in total feed use of coarse grains, while higher use of maize in Brazil and the United States for ethanol is behind the 1.0 percent predicted rise in global industrial use.

The forecast for global inventories of coarse grains by the close of seasons in 2024 is pegged at 366 million tonnes, up 3.9 percent from 2022/23. An expected rise in maize inventories, largely in the United States, makes up the majority of the forecast increase, with a smaller increase anticipated for barley stocks. As a sign of generally improved supply prospects in 2023/24, the ratio of major exporters’ stock-to-disappearance (defined as domestic consumption plus exports) is predicted to increase from 13.0 percent in 2023/23 to 14.5 percent in 2023/24.
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